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Destroying the eukaryotic replisome 

 

Karim LABIB 

 

University of Dundee, UK 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Eukaryotic chromosomes are copied just once per cell cycle, by a large molecular machine known as the 

replisome. The replisome is built around the CMG helicase (Cdc45-MCM-GINS), assembly of which at 

origins of replication is the key regulated step during initiation.  CMG associates very tightly with 

replication fork DNA and must not be displaced during elongation since it cannot be reassembled until 

the next cell cycle.  Eventually, CMG is disassembled during DNA replication termination, when two 

replication forks converge from neighbouring origins. CMG disassembly is very highly regulated and is 

triggered by ubiquitylation, leading to recruitment of the Cdc48 / p97 ATPase, which unfolds the 

ubiquitylated CMG subunit and thus induces replisome disassembly. Surprisingly, it appears that CMG 

ubiquitylation has evolved more than once in eukaryotic cells and is mediated by completely different 

enzymes in animal cells and fungi.  Moreover, metazoa have evolved additional pathways for CMG 

disassembly that either mediate important DNA repair processes during replication, or else help cells 

survive chromosome segregation during mitosis. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms and 

regulation of replisome disassembly is very important for our understanding of how eukaryotic cells 

preserve genome integrity. 

 

https://www.ppu.mrc.ac.uk/research/principal-investigator/karim-labib 

 

Chairs: Umit Aliyaskarova, Shrena Chakraborty, Jumana Badar 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ppu.mrc.ac.uk/research/principal-investigator/karim-labib
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Replication stress responses to 

hypertranscription 

 

Eva PETERMANN 

 

University of Birmingham, UK 

 
Replication stress results from obstacles to replication fork progression, including ongoing transcription, 

which can cause transcription–replication conflicts. Oncogenic signalling can promote global increases 

in transcription activity, which is also called hypertranscription.  

We have reported a link between RAS-induced hypertranscription and replication stress. RAS signalling 

increases the expression and activity of general transcription factors, leading to elevated global RNA 

synthesis, R-loop formation and conflicts between transcription and replication. We have further shown 

that re-wiring of transcription by treatment with BET bromodomain inhibitors causes a form of 

hypertranscription through an increase in P-TEFb activity, which is also associated with replication 

stress. Here I will present our findings on the replication stress responses that are activated by 

hypertranscription, with a focus on the role of homologous recombination. 

 

https://www.evapetermann.org/ 

 

Chairs: Luci Álvaro Aranda, Anusha Chaudhuri, Biswendu Biswas 
 

 

  

https://www.evapetermann.org/
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Genome instability in stem and progenitor 

cells 

 

 Allison BARDIN 

 

Institut Curie, FR 

 

 

 

Mutations arising in adult stem cells often lead to the initiation of pre-cancerous lesions providing a 

selective fitness advantage. Our recent work in Drosophila and that of others in mammalian model 

systems have demonstrated that adult stem cell mutation is frequent and can have significant 

phenotypic consequences on adult tissues. Importantly, the underlying mutational processes remain to 

be fully understood. I will present our recent data using whole-genome Illumina and Nanopore 

sequencing approaches to characterize somatic mutations arising in adult stem cells. In particular, I will 

present recent published providing insight into the underlying causes of gene inactivation and loss of 

heterozygosity in adult stem cells. In addition, I will discuss unpublished work on the effects of induced 

replication stress in adult stem cells and how this may be buffered in some tissues. Overall, our findings 

highlight how replication stress and genome instability affect developing and adult tissues.  

 

https://institut-curie.org/team/bardin 

 

Chairs: Lucia Álvaro Aranda, Mathilde Bouvet 
 

  

https://institut-curie.org/team/bardin
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Mechanisms of genetic instability in a single S-

phase following whole genome doubling 

 

Renata BASTO 

 

Institut Curie, Paris, FR 
 

Whole genome duplications (WGDs) - doubling of chromosome content - are frequently found in human 

cancers and are responsible for the rapid evolution of genetically unstable karyotypes (Zack et al., 2013; 

Bielski et al., 2018; López et al., 2020). It has been established that WGDs fuel chromosome instability 

through abnormal mitosis (Storchova and Kuffer, 2008; Storchova and Pellman, 2004; Dewhurst et al., 

2014; Fox et al., 2010; Goupil et al., 2020), however, the immediate consequences of tetraploidy in the 

first interphase are not known. This is an essential question because single WGD events such as 

cytokinesis failure can promote tumorigenesis (Fujiwara et al., 2005). In this study, we found that newly 

born tetraploid human cells undergo high rates of DNA damage during DNA replication in the first S-

phase. Using DNA combing and single cell sequencing, we show that the DNA replication dynamics is 

perturbed, which generates under- and over-replicated regions at the end of S-phase. Mechanistically, 

we found that these defects result from the lack of protein mass scaling up at the G1/S transition, which 

impairs the fidelity of DNA replication. This work shows that within a single interphase, unscheduled 

tetraploid cells can acquire highly abnormal karyotypes. These findings provide an explanation for the 

GIN landscape that favors tumorigenesis after tetraploidization. 

 

https://science.institut-curie.org/research/multiscale-physics-biology-chemistry/umr144-subcellular-

structure-and-cellular-dynamics/team-basto/ 

 

Chairs: Julie Segueni, Joana Magalhaes  
 

 

  

https://science.institut-curie.org/research/multiscale-physics-biology-chemistry/umr144-subcellular-structure-and-cellular-dynamics/team-basto/
https://science.institut-curie.org/research/multiscale-physics-biology-chemistry/umr144-subcellular-structure-and-cellular-dynamics/team-basto/
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Cellular responses to DNA replication 

stress: the repriming mechanism 

 

Juan MENDEZ 

 

Spanish National Cancer Research Centre, 

CNIO, ES 
 

Environmental agents such as UV light, ionizing radiations, chemicals in tobacco smoke and other toxic 

pollutants induce chemical modifications in the DNA that interfere with physiological processes such as 

transcription and replication. In proliferating cells, DNA “lesions” slow down the replication machinery 

and increase the probability of DNA breakage. The temporal arrest of replication forks at hard-to-

replicate DNA is referred to as replicative stress (RS) and is linked to the genomic instability observed in 

many types of cancer. RS is counteracted by cellular responses that facilitate the progression of the 

replication machinery through damaged templates. A classic DNA damage tolerance (DDT) response 

involves the engagement of specialized trans-lesion synthesis polymerases, which fix the problem at the 

cost of a high mutational rate. An interesting DDT alternative is the repriming mechanism, in which the 

replisome bypasses the damaged DNA and re-initiates DNA synthesis from a downstream point. In 

human cells, repriming is catalyzed by a specialized primase called PrimPol, different from the canonical 

Prim1-Pol a that mediates initiation of DNA synthesis at replication origins. The short unreplicated gap 

left behind the restarted replication fork serves as a signal for the activation of post-replicative DNA 

repair pathways, such as homologous recombination.  

This talk will cover the molecular aspects of the repriming mechanism and its relevance in different 

contexts, including the bypass and eventual repair of DNA inter-strand crosslinks (ICLs) induced by 

endogenous aldehydes or common chemotherapy drugs. ICLs are very cytotoxic lesions that cause 

Fanconi Anemia when left unrepaired. The possibility of targeting the PrimPol-mediated repriming 

pathway to increase the sensitivity of cancer cells to chemotherapy will also be discussed. 

 

https://www.cnio.es/en/research-innovation/scientific-programmes/molecular-oncology-

programme/dna-replication-group/ 

 

Chairs: Shrena Chakraborty, Giulia Fantozzi, 

 

 

 

  

https://www.cnio.es/en/research-innovation/scientific-programmes/molecular-oncology-programme/dna-replication-group/
https://www.cnio.es/en/research-innovation/scientific-programmes/molecular-oncology-programme/dna-replication-group/
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Genomic signatures of DNA repair deficiencies 

 

Marc Henri STERN 

 

Institut Curie, FR 
 

 

 

Inherited and acquired deficiencies of different DNA repair pathways have a significant role in human 

diseases, including cancers. The demonstration that these DNA repair deficiencies could represent a 

vulnerability of the tumor cells by synthetic lethality has dramatically changed the therapeutic strategies 

for dismal diseases. Hence the precise diagnostic of these DNA repair deficiencies are of utmost 

importance. Interestingly DNA repair defects are associated with specific patterns of genomic and 

genetic instability, their signatures, which can be recognized and used as diagnostic tools. Homologous 

Recombination Deficiency or HRD, also known as BRCAness, will be developed, as a perfect example 

linking fundamental research and clinical application. 

 

https://institut-curie.org/team/stern 

 

Chairs: Jamie Phipps, Asmita Gupta, Basile Guignier 
 

 

  

https://institut-curie.org/team/stern
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DNA double-strand break repair pathway 

choice in genome diversification and cancer 

 

Ross CHAPMAN 

 

University of Oxford, UK  
 

 

The Chapman group’s major research is on genetic recombination mechanisms, focusing on the function 

and regulation of the homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) DNA 

double strand break repair pathways. His group is particularly interested in how cells and different 

tissues strike an appropriate balance between accurate and mutagenic DNA repair mechanisms, as a 

means to understand why faults in this regulation result in human diseases such as cancer and primary 

immune deficiency disorders. An end goal will be to devise innovative strategies to exploit these faults 

in cancer therapies. 

 

https://www.ndm.ox.ac.uk/team/ross-chapman 

 

Chairs: Lea Nabhan, Sreelekshmi Mony, Jordane Goulas 

 

 

  

https://www.ndm.ox.ac.uk/team/ross-chapman
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Resistance mechanisms to POLQ 

inhibition in BRCA deficiency 

 
Joanna LOIZOU 

 

Center for Cancer Research at the Medical 

University of Vienna, AT 
 

Targeted cancer therapies represent a milestone towards personalized treatment as they function via 

inhibition of cancer-specific alterations. Polymerase θ (POLQ), an error-prone translesion polymerase, 

also involved in DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair, is often upregulated in cancer. POLQ is synthetic 

lethal with various DNA repair genes, including known cancer drivers such as BRCA1, making it essential 

in homologous recombination-deficient cancers. Thus, POLQ represents a promising target in cancer 

therapy and efforts for the development of POLQ inhibitors are actively underway. To understand 

genetic modulators for the interaction between BRCA1 and POLQ, we performed a genome wide loss 

of function CRISPR screen, leading to the identification of both positive and negative regulators. This 

data will be presented and discussed.  

 

https://loizoulab.org/ 

 

Chairs: Jamie Phipps, Reginaldo Rosa, Biswendu Biswas 
 

 

 

  

https://loizoulab.org/
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PARP inhibitors in the clinic 

 

Manuel RODRIGUES 

 

Institut Curie, Paris, FR 
 

 

 

PARP inhibitors (PARPinh) are the first class of drugs exploiting synthetic lethality. They were developed 

15 years ago to target tumors presenting with a deficiency in the homologous repair (HR) pathway, 

including BRCA-deficient ones, while sparing BRCA-proficient cells. Now, 7 years after the first clinical 

approval of a PARPinh, the therapeutic landscape of PARPinh has significantly evolved as these drugs 

can be admistered in different tumor types (ovarian, breast, prostate or pancreas carcinomas), different 

settings (adjuvant vs metastatic; maintenance vs front-line) and based on different biomarkers 

(mutations of BRCA1/2, of other homologous recombination repair genes or HRD signatures). 

Furthermore, as primary and secondary resistance to PARPinh are now commonly observed in the clinic, 

the question of preventing and reverting the implicated mechanisms is of utmost importance in the 

near future. My talk will be dedicated to a review of the current situation of PARP inhibitors in the clinic 

and future directions to address such challenges. 

 

https://institut-curie.org/team/stern 

 

Chairs: Lea Nabhan, Jumana Badar, Olya Oppenheim 
 

  

https://institut-curie.org/team/stern
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Revealing new functions of the Translesion 

DNA Polymerases and the consequences on 

genome stability. 

 

Patricia KANNOUCHE 

 

Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, FR 
 

Mutations are largely the outcome of DNA attacks by endogenous and environmental agents, and cells 

have evolved sophisticated repair systems to remove DNA damage. However, if such DNA damage 

persist in the genome during DNA replication, they can create replication blocks leading to fork collapse, 

double-strand breaks (DSBs) potentially giving rise to gross genomic alterations. To prevent this 

scenario, specialized error-prone polymerases (Y-family polη, polι, polκ and REV1, and B-family polζ) 

help cells tolerate DNA damage at the expense of increased mutations, by replicating opposite the 

lesions in a process called “TransLesion Synthesis” (TLS). It has recently been reported by our lab and 

others that TLS polymerases can also fulfill other S-phase functions, enabling the duplication of 

replication-difficult genomic sequences. However, these functions in unperturbed cells remain 

incompletely understood.  

Among TLS polymerases, DNA polymerase zeta (polζ) is a key player in mutagenic TLS process and 

inactivation of its catalytic subunit Rev3 in yeast drastically reduces DNA damage-induced mutagenesis. 

Importantly, inactivation of the gene encoding REV3L in mice leads to embryonic lethality while the 

other TLS polymerases are not essential, suggesting that polζ plays crucial functions that are not shared 

by the other TLS polymerases. Yet, little is known about how polζ functions in unperturbed cells and its 

impact on mutational landscape in mammalian genome.  

I will discuss how we uncovered a direct role for Polζ/REV3L in replication and repair in heterochromatin 

to prevent chromosome instability during DNA replication of such compacted genomic regions possibly 

at the expense of the increase of mutation rate in late replicating regions, features detected in 

numerous cancer genomes. 

 

https://www.gustaveroussy.fr/fr/polymerases-translesionnelles-et-cancer-thematique 

 

Chairs: Emilie Mylne, Yolanda Andrés López 
 

 

  

https://www.gustaveroussy.fr/fr/polymerases-translesionnelles-et-cancer-thematique
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Dissecting the impact of histone H3.3 

oncomutations on genome maintenance 
Beatrice Rondinelli1, Sandra Piquet1, Giulia Giacomini1, Odile 

Chevallier1, Juliette Dabin1, Siau-Kun Bai1, Byungjin Kim2, Robbert 

Siddaway2, Therese Wilhelm3, Viviana Barra3, Robert Reid4, Rodney 

Rothstein4, Alexander Crane5, Franck Dubois5, Rameen Beroukhim5, 

Songtao Jia4, Valeria Naim3, Cynthia Hawkins2 and  

Sophie E. POLO 1 

 
1 Epigenetics & Cell Fate Centre, CNRS/University of Paris, Paris, France  
2 Arthur and Sonia Labatt Brain Tumour Research Centre, The Hospital for Sick Children, 

Toronto, Canada 
3 Genetic Stability and Oncogenesis, Gustave Roussy Hospital, Paris, France 
4 Columbia University Irving Medical Center, New-York, USA 
5 Department of Medical Oncology, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, USA 

 

Chromatin components, including histone proteins, contribute to preserve genome and epigenome 

integrity, thus protecting cells against tumorigenesis. In particular, the histone variant H3.3 is deposited 

at sites of DNA damage and contributes to DNA repair. H3.3 point mutations are frequent in several 

types of tumors, among which pediatric glioblastoma (GBM), a severe and currently incurable disease. 

H3.3-mutant GBMs display chromosomal abnormalities, but whether the genome instability derives 

from an aberrant response to DNA damage is unknown.  

To understand whether GBM-associated histone H3.3 oncomutations foster genome instability by 

affecting the response of cancer cells to DNA damage, we have characterized the mechanism of action 

of these oncomutations in different cellular models exposed to genotoxic stress. We have observed that 

GBM-associated H3.3 mutants lead to DNA repair dysfunction at replication forks and to chromosomal 

aberrations. We have also identified DNA repair factors that differentially interact with mutant vs. wild-

type H3.3 and we show that targeting these DNA repair pathways gives rise to vulnerabilities in H3.3 

mutant cells, providing new therapeutic opportunities for pediatric GBM. 

 

http://parisepigenetics.com/ei-en/ 

 

Chairs: Nathan Alary, Rady Chaaban, 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://parisepigenetics.com/ei-en/
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Disruption and restoration of euchromatin and 

heterochromatin in cycling cells  

Vanesa Alvarez1, Hao Jiang2 , Eva Griesser2 , Jens Hukelmann2 , Angus 
Lamond2  

Constance ALABERT1  

   
1 Alabert Lab, School of Life Sciences, Dundee, United Kingdom  
2 Lamond Lab, School of Life Sciences, Dundee, United Kingdom   
 

 

DNA replication provokes a genome-wide disruption of chromatin structures which must be re-

established on the two daughter strands. The aim of this study is to identify the mechanisms controlling 

this process in euchromatin and heterochromatin. We used distinct replication timing to label DNA from 

euchromatin and heterochromatin and examined the restoration patterns of thousands of proteins 

using Nascent Chromatin Capture coupled to quantitative mass spectrometry. This work identifies the 

factors unique to euchromatin or heterochromatin and unveils the dynamic changes of chromatin 

composition along the cell cycle. We found that replisomes and newly replicated chromatin composition 

varies between the two compartments. A large proportion of factors re-associates within minutes to 

newly replicated DNA although distinct chromatin sates undergo different restoration dynamics. 

Interestingly, hundreds of chromatin factors do not re-associate until after the following G2 or G1 phase. 

These factors are central components of nuclear organisation, DNA repair and transcription, exposing 

the long-lasting effect of DNA replication on chromatin structures.   

 

https://www.lifesci.dundee.ac.uk/people/constance-alabert 

 
Chairs: Emilie Mylne, Sreelekshmi Mony, Joana Magalhaes  
 
  

https://www.lifesci.dundee.ac.uk/people/constance-alabert
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Telomere transcription-induced replication 

stress: a new avenue for curing ALT cancers? 

 

Bruno Silva, Rajika Arora and Claus M. AZZALIN 
 

Instituto de Medicina Molecular Joao Lobo Antunes 

(iMM), Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de 

Lisboa, Lisbon, 1649-028, Portugal 
 

Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) is a telomere elongation mechanism based on homology-

directed repair (HDR) active in telomerase-negative, immortal cancer cells. ALT cells are characterized 

by sustained transcription of the telomeric long noncoding RNA TERRA and an elevated endogenous 

replication stress at telomeres (ALT-associated Telomeric Replication Stress or ATRS). By specifically 

repressing TERRA transcription in an ALT cancer cell line, we have recently shown that TERRA is a major 

trigger of ATRS and supports ALT activity and telomere elongation by damaging telomeres and thus 

generating a substrate for HDR. Indeed, when TERRA transcription is repressed chromosome ends 

without detectable telomeric sequences accumulate in cells. 

Following a complementary approach, we have now experimentally increased TERRA transcription in 

ALT cells. TERRA transcription induction rapidly increases ATRS and DNA damage at telomeres and 

stimulates ALT activity, as expected. Intriguingly, and similar to what we previously observed for TERRA 

transcription inhibition, augmented TERRA transcription eventually causes telomere loss. Moreover, 

when TERRA transcription is increased, the endonuclease Mus81 is recruited to telomeres and TERRA 

transcription-induced telomere loss is prevented by Mus81 depletion.  

Our data indicate that while TERRA transcription is essential for triggering HDR and supporting ALT-

mediated telomere elongation, it can also generate a substrate for Mus81, thereby causing rapid 

telomere loss. We propose that in ALT cells TERRA transcription must be tightly regulated and kept at 

levels high enough to induce ATRS and support telomere elongation and cell proliferation, but not so 

high to harm telomere integrity. The manipulation, in either direction, of TERRA transcription might 

represent an exciting and powerful clinical tool for the treatment of ALT malignancies. 

 

https://imm.medicina.ulisboa.pt/investigation/laboratories/claus-maria-azzalin-lab/#intro 

 

Chairs: Nathan Alary, Minh Anh Vu, Jordane Goulas 

 

 

  

https://imm.medicina.ulisboa.pt/investigation/laboratories/claus-maria-azzalin-lab/#intro
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The dark side of human centromeres 

 

Daniele FACHINETTI  

 

Institut Curie, Paris, FR 
 

 

 

Maintenance of genome integrity and of a correct chromosome karyotype is crucial for human health. 

Indeed, both an abnormal number of chromosomes – a feature called numerical aneuploidy – and 

structural chromosome alterations are hallmarks of many human cancers.  

The centromere plays a key role during cell division. It is a small region on each chromosome that serves 

as an anchor point for the attachment of the cell machinery (the kinetochore) that delivers one copy of 

each duplicated chromosome to each daughter cell. 

Centromeres are built over long tandem repetitive DNA sequences that we previously demonstrated to 

be important to preserve centromere position and function. However, maintaining this repetitive DNA 

might have major drawbacks for the cells: repetitive sequences are generally unstable and prone to 

form secondary structures that could potentially act as barrier to the DNA replication machinery, cause 

topological problems and promote high levels of recombination. All of these could, in turn, lead to DNA 

breakage in certain genetic backgrounds. This fragility could be at the origin of some of the observed 

chromosomal alterations and aberrations found in most cancer cells.  

Our goal is to understand what the molecular basis of centromere-specific genome instabilities are. We 

have already demonstrated that correct centromeric chromatin preservation is a requisite to maintain 

centromere integrity by mitigating transcription-replication conflicts at centromeric repeats. We are 

now assessing the presence of unique secondary structures at repetitve centromeric regions and the 

protein network(s) that regulate(s) centromere replication, stability and repair. 

 

https://curie.fr/equipe/fachinetti 

 

Chairs: Rodrigo Martín Rufo, Prisca Berardi 
 

  

https://curie.fr/equipe/fachinetti
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Conditional expression of telomerase under 

the control of the p21 promoter as a model of 

senescence bypass and much more 

 

Vincent GELI 

 

Marseille Cancer Research Centre (CRCM), FR 
 

 

In humans, an increasing number of age-related diseases have been associated with abnormally short 

telomeres; including dyskeratosis congenita, aplastic anemia, and pulmonary fibrosis. In recent years, 

the accumulation of senescent cells in tissues has emerged as a key driver of aging. Senescent cells can 

be found in the affected tissues of patients with age-related diseases such as osteoarthritis, pulmonary 

fibrosis, atherosclerosis, and Alzheimer’s disease.  In mouse models, the inactivation of telomerase 

activity leads to accelerated age-related phenotypes such as stem cell depletion, exhaustion of 

proliferative potential, tissue degeneration, as well as reduced lifespan. Consistent with these results, 

the degenerative phenotypes of mice in which the telomerase catalytic subunit is deleted can be 

rescued by reactivating the expression of telomerase.  

p21 is the main effector in the p53-mediated DNA damage response. It is a cyclin-dependent kinase 

(CDK) inhibitor that interacts with CDK complexes involved in the G1/S transition. In response to 

telomere shortening, DNA damage, and oxidative stress, the p53-dependent up-regulation of p21 

expression is thought to be the primary event inducing replicative senescence. In recent years, we have 

generated a mouse model (called p21+/Tert) that expresses the telomerase reverse transcriptase 

(TERT), the catalytic subunit of telomerase, under the control of the p21-promoter. The idea was to 

create a unique fine-tuned regulatory loop allowing the conditional expression of Tert under stress 

conditions, to specifically counteract replicative senescence in particular in cells with dysfunctional 

telomeres. As proof of functionality and efficacy of this model, we have observed that the conditional 

expression of Tert reduces the accumulation of senescent lung endothelial cells during ageing. This was 

correlated with a reduction in age-related alveolar space enlargement and lung fibrosis and an increased 

proliferation of pulmonary endothelial cells and capillary density. These results are consistent with 

single-cell RNA sequencing experiments in lung revealing an increased expression of genes involved in 

vessel regeneration. These results provide new insights into the development of telomere-based 

regenerative strategies to cure chronic age-related disorders. 

 

https://www.crcm-marseille.fr/en/teams/research-teams/vincent-geli/ 

 

Chairs: Rady Chaaban, Stefania Fusani, Yolanda Andrés López 

 

  

https://www.crcm-marseille.fr/en/teams/research-teams/vincent-geli/
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Genomic distancing in yeast: Sen1, RNaseH 

and R-loops at work 

 

Domenico LIBRI 

 

Institut Jacques Monod, FR 
 

 

Cellular homeostasis requires the coordination of several machineries engaged on the DNA for 

transcribing, repairing and replicating the genetic information. Wide-spread transcription can interfere 

with many of these processes, including replication, potentially jeopardizing genome stability. The Sen1 

helicase terminates transcription of thousands of non-coding genes and has also been implicated in 

unwinding R-loops that form at sites of transcription-replication conflicts (TRCs). Sen1 mutants have 

genome instability phenotypes, but the mechanisms underlying these phenotypes are not fully 

understood. I will present data demonstrating that Sen1 has a dual function in maintaining genomic 

instability, by restricting non-coding transcription and by being recruited at TRCs to release conflicting 

RNA polymerase. We also studied the impact of R-loops and RNase H at many sites of conflicts. I will 

present a model according to which Sen1 is a master regulator of transcription-generated conflicts.  

 

https://equipelibri1.wixsite.com/librilab 

 

Chairs: Anusha Chaudhuri, Rodrigo Martín Rufo, Basile Guignier 
 

  

https://equipelibri1.wixsite.com/librilab
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Targeting the DNA damage response in 

immuno-oncology: novel therapeutic 

opportunities 

 

Roman CHABANON 

 

The Institute of Cancer Research, UK 
 

 

 

 

Immunotherapy has revolutionized cancer treatment and substantially improved patient outcome with 

regard to multiple tumour types. However, most patients still do not benefit from such therapies, 

notably because of the absence of pre-existing T cell infiltration. DNA damage response (DDR) deficiency 

has recently emerged as an important determinant of tumour immunogenicity. A growing body of 

evidence now supports the concept that DDR-targeted therapies can increase the antitumour immune 

response by (1) promoting antigenicity through increased mutability and genomic instability, (2) 

enhancing adjuvanticity through the activation of cytosolic immunity and immunogenic cell death and 

(3) favouring reactogenicity through the modulation of factors that control the tumour-immune cell 

synapse. In this seminar, Dr. Roman Chabanon will share his recent research on the interplay between 

the DDR and anticancer immunity, highlighting the therapeutic opportunities presented by the 

activation of the cGAS/STING pathway in cancer cells, and focussing on innovative strategies 

investigated in early-phase clinical development. 

 

Chairs: Minh Anh Vu, Reginaldo Rosa, Pierre Laplante 
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Optical genome mapping for the complete 

characterization of complex samples with 

genetic instability 

 

Dana JABER  

 

Bionano GENOMICS 
 

 
 
 

 

Bionano Genomics’ platform for Optical genome mapping offers an extremely long-read technology, 

providing unmatched sensitivity to detect structural variation, genome wide, at low cost. Different from 

sequencing and by leveraging direct visualization of DNA molecules, our de novo maps can resolve 

complex repetitive regions, identify Copy Number Variations, and elucidate genome-wide structural 

variation like balanced/unbalanced translocations, inversions, insertions and deletions with much 

higher sensitivity and precision than sequencing-based methods. For heterogenous and mosaic 

samples, Bionano’s high coverage depth allows for the detection of any type of structural variant down 

to 5% allele fraction, genome wide, and completely unbiased. Examples will be presented of how 

Bionano’s platform provide answers on the molecular mechanisms for patients with a variety of genetic 

disorders by detecting genomic rearrangements and structural variants missed by NGS and cytogenetic 

methods. 

 

https://bionanogenomics.com/ 

djaber@bionanogenomics.com 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://bionanogenomics.com/
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Induction of transposable element expression is central to innate 

sensing 

 

Derek ROOKHUIZEN 

 

Mnemo Therapeutics, FR 

 
Evidence indicates that transposable elements (TEs) stimulate innate sensing pathways in various 

pathologies but it is not clear whether they are sensed during normal physiological responses. Here we 

show that, during activation with an exogenous pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP), 

dendritic cells (DCs) epigenetically remodel heterochromatin at TEs by depleting the 

methyltransferase Suv39h1 and reducing histone-3 lysine-9 trimethylation (H3K9me3). TLR4 signaling 

activates TE expression to enhance innate responses through the DNA sensor cGAS. Cytosolic cGAS-

bound DNA comprised LINE1 TEs as the predominant endogenous ligands. Concordantly, LINE1 

inhibition attenuated the type-I IFN response to LPS and rescued influenza virus infection. We propose 

that in healthy cells, exogenous PAMPs epigenetically activate self-derived PAMPs (LINE1) that engage 

cGAS to enhance responses. These data explain why pathogens employ redundant and broad innate 

immune countermeasures, to suppress activation of host PAMPs and illustrate a hitherto unappreciated 

role for host genome-derived PAMPs in response to pathogens. 

 

https://www.mnemo-tx.com/ 

 

Chairs: Rosalie Borry, Miguel Francisco, Stefania Fusani 
 

 

  

https://www.mnemo-tx.com/
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Chromosomal translocations as oncogenesis 

drivers: from molecular mechanisms to 

tumor formation 

 

Erika BRUNET 

 

Institut Imagine, FR 

Chromosomal translocations are hallmarks of cancers and are often associated with the expression of a 

fusion oncogene. There are genetic events that lead to the formation of new derivative chromosomes 

resulting from the exchange of pieces of two heterologous chromosomes. Thus, the formation of 

chromosomal translocation assuredly induces major alterations of the whole genome organization 

(including expression, epigenetics and replicative changes).  

The main challenge for years has been to achieve the functional modeling of cancer translocations 

starting from primary cells. It has been shown that translocation can results from two concomitant 

double-strand breaks occurring on two heterologous chromosomes (Richardson and Jasin 2000). Using 

CRISPR/Cas9 system, it is now possible to model different cancer associated translocations in the 

relevant human primary cells, thus reproducing the stochastic nature of the formation of tumors that 

develop from a single cell in human (Ghezraoui et al. 2014; Renouf et al. 2014; Sole et al. 2021). The aim 

is therefore to understand the mechanistic processes leading to the overall structural changes that can 

induce numerous modifications of the chromatin structure and/or the nuclear organization.  

Meanwhile, studies are also designed to understand the underlying biology of tumorigenesis: 

deciphering the cellular transformation process, in a step by step manner, from the starting primary 

human cells to the in vivo tumors, as well as at the early stages of pre-transformation. Besides cancer 

translocations are associated in some tumor types with additional genetic events (mutations and/or 

chromosomal rearrangements). Determining the nature and the functional impact of this secondary 

genetic alterations is essential for understanding the successive processes leading to oncogenic 

transformation. Their characterization will allow the identification of essential cancer regulators 

controlling oncogenesis and disease evolution. 
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Are FAN1 functions consistent with the 

predictive value of FAN1 expression for the 

resistance of breast cancer to 

anthracycline/taxane combined chemotherapy 
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Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer-related death in women. DNA repair pathways can 

enable tumor cells to survive DNA damage induced by chemotherapy and thus provide prognostic 

and/or predictive value. FAN1 is a nuclease with several functions in genome stability. A high level of 

FAN1 expression has been associated with breast cancer resistance to anthracycline/taxane 

chemotherapy. I will present my previous work of FAN1regardig Interstrand crosslink repair and 

replication stress as well as our current work to assess whether FAN1 can be functionally linked to 

chemotherapy-induced cellular stress. 
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Genetic predisposition to hematopoietic 
disorders and leukemia 
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Inherited bone marrow failure (BMF) syndromes are a heterogeneous group of hematological disorders 
in which stem cells are disabled due to a genetic defect, leading to cytopenia and strong predisposition 
to leukemia. The most frequent BMF genes involve stress and DNA damage response pathways such as 
the Fanconi anemia or telomere maintenance pathways. The genomic, biochemical and cellular 
mechanisms underlying chromosomal instability, stem cell exhaustion, and subsequent progression to 
secondary leukemia will be studied, as well as in vitro and in vivo modelling of those diseases.   
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Finding and repairing oxidised bases in our 

genome 
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Cells are constantly exposed to oxidative stress that arises either from their own metabolism or from 

external sources. This stress leads to an excess of reactive oxygen species that can damage essentially 

all cellular macromolecules and in particular DNA. If unrepaired, oxidised DNA bases can result in the 

blocking of DNA or RNA polymerases leading to cell death. They can also induce mutagenesis which 

potentially could favour the development of tumours. The main repair mechanism for modified bases 

is the Base Excision Repair (BER) pathway initiated by DNA glycosylases specific for the lesion. We will 

present here the steps involved in this pathway, from the biochemistry of the base removal process and 

its replacement to proposed mechanisms by which the DNA glycosylase finds its target and the BER 

proteins are recruited. We will use as an example the repair of 8-oxoguanine, an abundant and highly 

mutagenic form of oxidised guanine, and OGG1, the glycosylase responsible for the initiation of its 

repair. 
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